
ATTENTION

ACS Athletic Event Participants &
Spectators

CDC RECOMMENDATIONS

●PPE
●Social Distancing
●Wash Hands Often

ACS EVENT REQUIREMENTS

●PPE and Social Distancing are required
o ACS assumes no responsibility if your

attendance/participation exposes you to

COVID-19 or any other infectious disease.

**According to the CDC, masks SHOULD NOT be worn by children less than 2 years old, anyone
who has a documented medical condition preventing them from doing so, trouble breathing,
is unconscious, incapacitated, or otherwise unable to remove the masks without assistance.

Please wear a mask and social distance unless you fall under one of the above categories -
however, in congruence with further government regulations, the HIPAA Privacy Rule protects

the disclosure of individuals’ health information.

Thank you!



**[In staying congruent with our school
board’s Safe Start Phase 5 Plan, whether or

not an ACS or visiting team athlete, coach, or
spectator wears a mask during athletic events
that are hosted at Algoma Christian remain a

family level decision - in short, it is
recommended but not required. Visiting
teams are encouraged to abide by any

mandates or directives given by their school
administration when competing at Algoma

Christian - ACS teams will abide by the
mandates of any opposing school when

visiting their facilities]**

https://www.algomachristian.net/uploads/1/1/4/0/11408745/acsssp__acs_safe_start_plan__2020-2021_-_acsi_submission.pdf


VISITING TEAMS

●Visiting Teams will have their own
designated changing/locker room if desired
and will no longer use any classroom or
locker room that are designated for ACS
Athletic Teams.

●Visiting Teams are encouraged to bring their
own water bottles/drinks, as communal
water jugs will not be available.

●Visiting Teams’ spectators will be directed to
sit in the “visitors” section of the
gymnasium bleachers only.

VOLUNTEERS

●Masks currently required by all volunteers
●Admissions: Hand sanitizer will be available

at the admissions table for volunteer use -
can choose to wear gloves (provided by the



kitchen) or use hand sanitizer as frequently
as seen fit.

●Concessions: Gloves (provided by the
kitchen) and hair covering/hat still required
per usual. A Plexiglass sneeze guard will be
used at the concession stand window.
○Defer to Kim Macy on concession

volunteer requirements per the local
Health Department

●All other volunteers adhere to the general
ACS Recommendations as stated above

Athletes Confirmed COVID-19 Positive

●ACS Athletes will adhere to the ACS Safe
Start Phase 5 Plan as laid out on page 3
under subsection “Protocols for Sick
Students/Staff”

https://www.algomachristian.net/uploads/1/1/4/0/11408745/acsssp__acs_safe_start_plan__2020-2021_-_acsi_submission.pdf
https://www.algomachristian.net/uploads/1/1/4/0/11408745/acsssp__acs_safe_start_plan__2020-2021_-_acsi_submission.pdf


●Game cancellations may be the result of any
confirmed COVID-19 positive diagnosis on
any ACS athletic team or opponent of any
ACS athletic team
○*It is expected that any opponent of any

ACS athletic team notify the ACS Athletic
Director and/or ACS coach of any
confirmed positives on their team

MISCELLANEOUS

●*Masks will be available for $1.00 at the
admissions table and/or concessions stand
for any spectator who would feel most
comfortable having one and does not have
one with them at the time

●**For the complete Algoma Christian
School Safe Start Phase 5 plan, refer to the
hyperlinks above.


